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WORDS TO 
LIVE BY ... 
EDITED BY RAYMOND GRANT 

IF YOU COULD PUT IT INTO WORDS, THERE 

WOULD BE NO REASON TO PAINT. 

-EDWARD HOPPER 

ONE THORN OF EXPERIENCE IS WORTH A 

WHOLE WILDERNESS OF WARNING. 

-JAMES R . LOWELL 

THE MINISTER'S BRAIN IS OFTEN THE "POOR 

BOX" OF THE CHURCH 

-HENRY 8 . WHIPPLE 

I DESIRE SO TO CONDUCT THE AFFAIRS OF 

THIS ADMINISTRATION THAT IF AT THE END, 

WHEN I COME TO LAY DOWN THE REINS OF 

POWER, I HAVE LOST EVERY OTHER FRIEND ON 

EARTH , I SHALL AT LEAST HAVE ONE FRIEND 

LEFT, AND THAT FRIEND SHALL BE DOWN 

INSIDE OF ME. 

_;_A, LINCOLN 

LAWS GRIND THE POOR, AND RICtl MEN RULE 

THE LAW. 

-OLIVER GOLDSMITH 

TOMORROW IS A BLIND DATE WITH AN 

UNNAMED QUEEN, WHY WEAR YOUR TAILORED 

SUIT OF SORROW, IT MAY BE YOUR LAST 

FEAST, TOMORROW. 

-GHOST 

OF MANY THOUSAND MORTALS, ONE, 

PERHAPS, STRIVES FOR TRUTH. 

-BHAGAVAD GITA 

You TAKE, CAUSE NOBODY GIVES YOU; You 

MAKE, NOBODY CREATES FOR YOU. AND YOU 

DO, YOU DO WHAT YOU NEED TO DO; AND WHEN 

YOU DIE, YOU'RE GONNA DIE WITH YOU . 

-GENE HAWKINS 

MEN WILL WRANGLE FOR RELIGION; WRITE 

FOR IT; FIGHT FOR IT; DIE FOR IT; ANYTHING 

BUT LIVE IT. 

-WALTER COL TON 

DRINK! FOR YOU KNOW NOT WHENCE YOU 

CAME, NOR WHY DRINK! FOR YOU KNOW NOT 

WHY YOU GO, NOR WHERE. 

-OMAR KHAYYAM 
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Editor's Note: 

SPORTS 

The plane has landed. Do you think they'll be okay boss? Tattoo, there are 

no rules on Fantasy Island but as I make them., And so the 

story of Salt for Slugs continues, with Rourke relentlessly 

coaxing us each day into realizing the fantasy. The fab

ric of reality has been broken down to its fibers at this 

point, and it's sifting through these fibers that enables our 

vision to come to life. It's what inspires us everyday to 

continue, THE FIBERS. 

Many thanks go out to all of the SFS Issue #2 . l adver

tisers, retailers, and contributors for supporting the slug 

and the trail it leaves in its wake. And a very special 

thanks to our faithful readers who make it all possible. 

This issue would also not have happened if it weren't for 

the harckore slugs, namely, Amanda, Greg, and Ray. It's 

all about creativity and making shit happen. 
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Owas all dressed up, ready to go out and have fun with my friend"- I paint

ed my face white with alabaster. My eyes had lightning bolts and glitter 

designs on them. I had my pink translucent water gun in the cuff of my black trench 

coat. tight like a holster. The bus came up and I got on. I pulled out my water gun 

as I came up the steps and said to the driver. "This is a hijacking ." The bus driver 

had the look of a permanent bad attitude. to put it nicely. Right then I knew I had 

made a mistake. He wasn't startled like I gave him any shock. He just looked at my 

water gun and said, "Don't pull that on me." I was thinking this guy was going to 

ruin my mood . I said I was just playing and that I was sorry. He just drove the bus . 

I sat down and was pissed off. Two girls called me to the back and we started talk

ing . They were telling me that he was mean. He had been giving them trouble 

before I got on. They were cursing loud enough that he could hear them. I also had 

a few names for him, but kept it down because I didn't want to be kicked off the bus . 

He said he would call the cops. I was like, "so call them." All I did was use a toy 

gun, nothing different fr.om what a kid does. 

He stopped the bus when the cops came to save him from the incredibly dan

gerous terrorist with a lethal pink water gun . Now that I look back on the entire 

incident I can see that he was just saving face because everyone on the bus sided 

with me. Maybe that is why I wanted to publish this article. He was going to ruin 

my record over absolutely nothing. No one ever let me give a statement. He told 

the cop a lie and exaggerated the whole thing. He told them that I went up to him 

and put it to his head , and that I was trying to rob him. I would never put the 

water gun to a stranger's head. That would definitely give someone a scare . I like 

people to see it's a water gun when I pull it out. When I'm hanging with my 

friends I hold people up for bubble gum or candy. They dig my look and think it's 

funny or cute. It's a great way to start a conversation with anyone walking down 

the street. I have only come across three people that have had a really bad atti 

tude and it really wasn 't because of the water gun . The bus driver was the third . 

Surprisingly lots of people like it. 

The police came and I was asked off the bus and they searched me. I can understand 

the paraphernalia charge. My friend left his pipe at my house and I thought I'd take it in 

case I saw him. My mistake. There was a woman officer there. She was being rude to 

me trying to put me down. I told the male officer that it was my friend's pipe. She was 

like. "Yah sure." I gave her a serious look. She then said. "What is this Halloween?" I 

replied. "It must be. Is that your witch costume?" She said, "I can be a real ??? when I 

want to be ... " I was thinking, 'yah. you're proving it'. I was respectful to the other offi

cers. They put me in the back on the car handcuffed. I chilled out and was in disbelief 

when we got to the police station. They charged me with TERRORISTIC THREAT. a class A 

Felony Federal Offense. I sat there and waited. A police man was passing by and talked 

with me. I told him I had something to show him. I had slid my handcuffs off. He wasn't 

upset. They put my water gun in a plastic bag as evidence. They patted me down and 

took off all my jewelry. I had to strip in front of a guard and put on the jail uniform. My 



cell was F3. I had three roommates Latoya, Micheal, and Holly. 

There was nothing to do. but sleep and wait. It was a little mad

dening and I had been there only one day. 

I met with a P.R. bondsman and I signed a request paper for 

public defender. When I finally came before the judge, the small 

room was filled with men and women inmates. Most of them 

were there for P.I. There were some large drug cases. but when 

the judge called out my charge allies turned on rrfe. People find it 

so amazing. I have been given several verbal awards for the most 

unusual charge. I was in a day and a half. I was worried I would

n't make it home for Easter and all because of a man with no 

sense of humor and the justice system with no sense. I got a P.R. 

Bond and they let me out Saturday night. 

I was given a court date. I went to a few of them. just so they 

could tell me my case hadn't been filed and to come back. It has 

been several months and you can believe I'm really pissed off. I 

the really dangerous criminals . Sarcasm. It's a fun)1y thing. 

My lawyer said it was the funniest case he'd seen in 

years . He also said that if they found me guilty they could give 

me up to a year. and in the court system it was probably best 

that I didn't take my chances. I pleaded no contest. The 

whole thing makes me mad . Everyone could see it was bull. 

Yet no one along the way would let me go and admit that it 

was a mistake. I was tired of it. I think that's the only reason 

anyone ever pleads no contest. Let me see ... There's guilty, . 

no contest. and not guilty. To any sane person. guilty would 

mean just that. My lawyer told me the system says no contest 

means guilty. I said. "No. it means I don't want to argue about 

it anymore ." I just will do the time for it, but I'm not guilty. 

I was sentenced to42 days county time which is really 

about 3 weeks and court costs. I learned some interesting 

things. There. you are an inmate and people tend to treat to 

''I. painted my face white with alabaster. My eyes had lightning 
bolts and glitter designs on them. I had my pink translucent water 
gun in the cuff of my black trench coat, tight like a holster. The bus 
came up and I got on. I pulled out my water gun as I came up the 
steps and said to the driver, 'This is a hijacking'.'' -fire 

didn't have money for a lawyer and needed a public defender. 

I had just gotten a job and was helping my mom pay bills . 

The system is really confusing. They told me for a public 

defender I would have to go to jail for a few days, again . I 

tried to see the judge hoping that he could bend and give me 

a break due to special circumstances. I was refused even a 

chance to see him. It only takes a few seconds to appoint an 

attorney. They could have given me one the first time. It did

n't make any sense to me. I didn't even talk with my attorney 

until we were in court. The system always seems to complain 

about people not having jobs, yet with all of the run around. I 

had to quit my job . I missed a court date and the judge put 

out a warrant for my arrest. I turned myself in on a Monday. 

Every good American should experience jail. I don't think 

there is anyone who enjoys staying in jail even for a day. I 

just wanted it over. I would have took it to trial. just to see it. 

I wanted to invite 'Seven On Your Side'. so the good tax pay

ers citizens could see their money put to use against some of 

treat you like a sub-human. In jail it is all easy to lose your 

self respect. There are those characters in jail that think they 

can get their respect back by giving attitude or fighting. I 

even found out what a shake down (Strip search) means first 

hand. On a more serious note. I was alarmed that they put 

really sick people with different ailments in the same tank 

with pregnant women . That is something I think anyone can 

agree is wrong and something should be done about it. I 

talked with my roommate Susan about it and began to wonder 

how many miscarriages have occurred in jail because pregnant 

women don't get the proper medical attention. Any sick per

son is told to sign the list for medical care and to see a doc

tor. It could be ~ very long wait. Pregnant women share the 

'on' doctor with inmates who have to be taken to the hospital. 

I have even seen officers ankle cuff pregnant women. This 

makes it difficult for them to walk and they could possibly fall 

right on their stomach. Pregnant women need a more under

standing justice system. Del Valle Jail 3. 
continued on page 6 
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The most interesting character I met in jail was an officer. 

Ms. Centron. When I first heard her and saw her mannerisms. 

had Robert De Niro flashing through my mind . I wondered what 

a conversation between the two of them would look like. I 

would put my money on Mrs. Centron. She was pretty and very 

serious. She put you in your place like something hard core. yet 

she had the respect of the inmates. My self being a strong fiery 

spirit. I was quietly pacified . 

A TERRORISITIC THREAT??!! Didn 't this country guar

antee the freedom of speech? I think they took the new ter

rorist acts a little too seriously. The have crossed the line 

into our constitutional rights . Crimes are committed through 

action . I don't care what is said , I don't think anyone should 

be arrested for saying something someone finds offensive. 

Sticks and stones. 

And now. I recently received a letter saying that I'm being 

sued by the P.R. Board $7,500. My lawyer said it doesn't 

matter if you are guilty or innocent because either way, you 

still get the ride . 

Above drawing done by a man at a bus stop who asked if he could draw Fire because she looked angry. 
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Imagine being those unsuspecting 

tourists who just happened to stumble 

into Ego's one lonely night on South 

Congress, not too far from the roaring 

lowriders at the Sonic across the way. 

Sure, upon entering the bar they'd be 

looking for the cast of "Three's Company" , 

as many do when they end up in Austins 

answer to the "Regal Beagle'', but looking 

deeper. .. What about the fact that they 

paid no cover, they're playing free pool , 

and they're relaxed and listening to some 

of the most talented lounge performers in 

the country with a stiff drink in hand? 

It 's no wonder Austin gets the reputation 

of being such a cool place to be. And 

that's where Corlis comes in, for she's the 

talent. Hearing her voice just feels right. 

She reminds you that there's no question 

this town is harboring some great sounds. 

It's just a matter of stumbling onto them. 

' • 
ARTICLE & PHOTOS BY STABLER HSU 

"Jt~ lhe hearl afaid o/ breaking lhal never 

learn:J lo dance . .Jt ~ lhe dream af aid o/ waking

lhal never lake:J lhe chance . .Jt~ lhe one who 

won l be laken who cannot :Jeem lo give and lhe 

:Jouf af aid o/ dljing lhal never learn:J lo five ... 

~en lhe 6pring become:J lhe ro:Je." 

-from The Rose written by Amanda McBroom 

Faithful SFS readers may remember 

the mention of Corlis Calvin (AKA: 

Cordless Corlis) from issue no. 1 in Burt 

Cocaines epic article "Ego's Versus The 

Carousel" which compared the two Austin 

bars and what they both have to offer the 

discerning bar goer. A year later, Corlis is 

still going strong at Ego's where she per

forms now only once a month to her admir

ing local fans . The first time I ever heard 

Corlis sing I really did think it was coming 

from the juke box, until I looked up from 

my beer and had her standing over me, 

singing with that amazing voice of hers. It 

didn't surprise me when the owner of Ego's 

told me that many times people have come 

to her and asked if she was lip-syncing to 

recorded music. Corlis is the type of singer 

who makes the song better than the origi

nal, simply because of the way it comes out 

of her mouth. Shes like the real Milli Vanilli 

voices that never got any credit. When she 

sings a song, she brings out the parts that 

are great and makes them better. She is for 

real, let there be no doubt about it. 

Recently, I had the opportunity to 

speak with Corlis in person. Here's what 

happened ... 

SFS: So, where do you live7 

Corlis: In Austin, South Austin that is. 

Where else is there? 

SFS: How long have you been performing 

here at Egos7 

Corlis: A couple of years, I do one Friday 

a month here now because I have some 

other things that I do around town here 

now. 

SFS: What else are you doing here in 

Austin right now7 

Corlis: I'm at Chelsea Street Pub and I 

sing out at Horseshoe Bay which is west of 

Austin out by Marble Falls, and I do some 

7 



other private things. It:S lots of fun. I do a 

retirement facility out in Kingsland once a 

month, and they have a candlelight dinner 

and dance for their residents and their 

guests and it is a big to do, and I look for

ward to it every month. It may not sound 

exciting, but it is wonderful. 

SFS: So, what is the first song you 

learned? 

Corlis: Oh, you're taking me way back. .. I 

remember singing when I was about four 

years old with my brothers and sisters in 

Fort Worth, which is where I grew up, and 

we used to sing in our bedroom, and I was 

the youngest and my older sister who was 

six years older than me would teach us 

songs that she learned in school. I was 

about four or five . We would get together 

and do some awesome four part harmonies 

way back then. 

SFS: What's the first song that you remem

ber singing? 

Corlis: Oh man... In my grandmother's 

church, we used to sing hymnals like "What 

a Fellowship", and "Jesus Loves Me", and 

things like that. 

SFS: Were you raised with a strong reli

gious background? 

Corlis: Well, I grew up Baptist and kind of 

Methodist. That:S my father and mother:S 

background, so I was kind of in between the 

two. I was singing in my grandmother:S 

church which was Methodist, and she'd have 

8 

us come up and sing in front of the church. 

So, that was my first live performance. 

SFS: So how old were you when you 

moved away from Ft. Worth? 

Corlis: Nineteen. I went to Massachusetts 

to work for a computer company. I had just 

graduated from a trade school. I'm a com

puter engineer by trade. 

SFS: But by choice you are a singer. 

Corlis: 1 just love doing what 1 do. 1 love 

that connection that 1 make with my audi

ence when I'm performing. It's an experi

ence. What I do is so much a part of me, 1 

can't explain it. I don't have a demo tape. 

You have to be there and experience it, so 1 

just go out there and do it. just let me show 

you. I'm humble and glad that people enjoy 

it so much. I'm thankful for that . 

SFS: Well, there's no doubt that people 

enjoy you immensely. Let's talk about other 

places you've sang. Did you perform in 

Dallas at a!P 

Corlis: I did before 1 moved to Austin back 

in 1990. I sang at weddings and strictly pri

vate functions , but not as much as 1 do now. 

I came to Austin to sing with the intention 

of getting a band together actually, and I 

started by singing with a country and west

ern band when I first came, just sitting in 

with the band which was a friend of my sis

ter:S. This was at Berkstrom Air Force Base. 

They asked me to sing with my accompani

ment tracks during their breaks and I did. 

Then people started calling me to do gigs 

and it just blossomed from there until the 

point where I no longer had any time to 

look for a band because 1 was performing 

every weekend. There was a bar across the 

street from the base called The Country 

Rose, and a lot of the people from the base 

when it was open would go there when they 

weren't at the NCO Club and they had 

asked the owner George if he would hire me 

to sing there. 1 had never met him before 

and he called me and asked me to come 

there and sing. 1 was like, 'Don't you want 

to hear me first7 ' and he said, 'No, just come 

Saturday', because there was going to be a 

big party there and they weren't going to 

have it unless he hired me. 

SFS: Where did things go from there? 

Corlis: After that, I was there every week

end for a year and a half and things just 

developed from there. I've never had to 

advertise at all, people just call me. I've also 

done a lot of volunteer stuff for AISD and 

Austin Travis County Youth Services. 1 have 

such a passion for singing and my voice is a 

gift from God and I like to give that gift to 

others. It's so wonderful and I'm so blessed 

that people receive that gift as they do . 

People really listen to me and enjoy it, and 

that is what inspires me. 1 have my mic and 

I like to touch the people. That's what I do . 

SFS: Do you write any of your 

own stuff? 

Corlis: No, I don't write anything and I 

don't play an instrument or read music, 

although I did just buy a piano. My first 

lesson is November 1st. I would love to 

accompany myself, but we'll see. I just sing 

and I always have a song in my head. If 1 

hear something I can sing it and it:S really 

kind of strange because although I don't 

read music I can hear and sing the notes 

even though I don't know what they are. 

Sometimes I can sing a song that I've never 

even heard before just by hearing the pro

gression and singing along. 



SFS: You're a natural basically. 

Corlis: That's how it's been and it's been a dream come true 

for me and a great experience. I remember when I lived in 

New Hampshire for a number of years and I used to go out and 

hear people sing with my friend Phyllis and I would say, 'I 

should be doing this!', 'That should be me because I know that 

I could do that!' 

SFS: How long ago was that? 

Corlis: That was in 1976, and now whether I'm here at Ego's 

or Chelsea Street, or singing to the kids , I always give everything 

I have to give. 

SFS: Do you do anything else besides singing to support yourself? 

Corlis: I have a day job at Time Warner Communications 

where I train the new hires how to use the computer system. I 

also do other training there as well. 

(At this point in the interview, some fans of Carlis came out 

to say good-bye and tell her how much they enjoy hearing her 

sing. Ann from Kansas City asked Carlis if she would sing in her 

club called Jardine$ if she was ever in the area.) 

SFS: So what was it that made you start singing 'Muskrat Love"? 

Carlis: (laughs) I just like the song, and when I first learned it came 

naturally. Its soft and soothing, its palatable. Its romantic, jazzy 

and even has a comedy aspect to it, a mixture of things. 

SFS: Whats the first song you ever sang karaoke style? 

Corlis: When I first moved here I went to a karaoke bar up in 

North Austin, and the first song I sang was a Taylor Dane song 

called "I'll Always Love You". 

SFS: What's your favorite song that you do7 

Cortis : I sing songs based on the mood that I'm in at that time, 

so it depends on that mood as to what my favorite song is. Its 

hard because I have so many good songs that I would probably 

at some time or another call my favorite . 

SFS: Do you have a favorite singer? 

Corlis: Well, judging from the music that I do, the one 

artist that I have most of is probably Bonnie Rait , and maybe 

K.T. Austin . 

SFS: What kind of stuff do you listen to in your spare time? 

Corlis : I listen mostly to jazz . I like Chuck Mangione, 

Maynard Ferguson, Kyle Turner, Kirk Whal um, among others. 

SFS: It looks like we're running out of time and space. ls there 

anyone out there that you'd like to say hi to in closing? 

Corlis: Yes , my fifteen year old daughter Richelle, and Lisa my 

adopted daughter who is probably my biggest fan in the world. 

They are my inspiration and they keep me going and focused. I 

also want to thank Bobby Doyle for believing in me, and Ego's 

for giving me a home. 

SFS: Carlis, thank you for the interview. You're the best. 

THE EN D 

"HOMEBREW FOR STRENGTH" 
Get all your equipment, supplies, 

ingredients and advice from the best! 
76 Recipe Kits with 30 Homebrew Competition Award Winners 

33 Premium Malts from Germany, Belgium, Britain, and the U.S. 

33 Imported and Domestic Hops 

Over 50 Beer and Wine Lists 

5 Home Beer and Wine Making Kits 

Toll Free Order Linel-800-890-BREW 
Call for a free catalog! 

306 E. 53rd Street Austin, TX 78751 (512)467-8427 

RUSmlR mEIRS 
A large selection of jewelry 

14 ga . Barne ll wi tn Clear Ba lls ~15 

~4 0 Ton gue and Navel r ierci ngs 

l uc ite r lugs oeg inn ing at ~15 

Ca ptive Bea0 ~ i n gs oeginn ing at HO a pair w/a0 

5533 BURNET ROAD AUSTIN 

512.458.9693 

COME CHECK OUT OUR NEW SHOP ON THE DRAG 

2001 D GUADALUPE 512.481.0311 
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People think it's easy being a music critic. But I tell them that it does have its 

own hazards. Hazards like piles of promo cd's that suck so bad even the used cd bin 

rejected them. Then there is the obvious 
hearing loss. Of course let's not forget the liver & kidney damage. And what 

about how punctual musicians can be? It may take you three tries before you finally 

score an interview. Plus. there is the usual strain on your companion. The following 

piece is an example of all of these hazards. 
Scott Giampino is the publicist at Touch & Go records in Chicago. This means 

that he spends a lot of his time on the phone calling every dickhead editor and geek 

writer. I was a beacon of hope for Scotty. A 
real guy in a world full of suckass jerks who'll tell you anything just to get paid. 

A veritable lighthouse in the stormy seas of follow-up phones calls. He'd send me 

brilliant records from artists on the label 
like Man ... Or Astroman!. Pegboy, Mule and Paiva. Our phone calls would con

sist of heavy doses of bullshit. waxing philosophy on the good ol " days of hard rock. 

and dissing every two-bit hack that came within arms reach. This kind was referred 

to by the endearing term "slappy." As in "that guy is clueless .. .fucking slappy! !"and 

even sometimes as an act of admiration like when homies call each other nigger. 

we'd call the other up and say "What's up slappyl?" 
Then one day Scott told me 

that he had a band called Cash 

Money. A two-piece noise 
machine with him on drums and 

his partner in crime John 
Humphries on guitar. He sent me 

a seven inch which contained 

the cult hit "Oil Can."The song is 

an ode to one of my favorite sub
stances alcohol (think 

Foster's)and became a perma

nent fixture on the turntable. 

Sometime around Thanksgiving 
of '96 the 'Money train pulled 

into Chapel Hill. I told him the 

lady and I would put them up for 

turkey dinner and beers. 

Unfortunately. the dickhead doorman at the Lizard & Snake (read: slappy) didn 't let me 

in for one reason or another and we never hooked up. The new year rolled around and 

Cash Money released a full length' er on Touch & Go. Funny huh? Scott sent me the 

rekid and I dug it, gave him as many props as I possible could through my various con

tacts at publications. The two-piece juke joint power blues was coming in right on 

time as I had been soaking up Billy Childish. anything that is Crypt, and the Blues 

Explosion. Finally, Scott and John made it back to Chapel Hill. Unfortunately, by this 

time I had already had one too many run-ins with bands staying at the crib or just 

staying out too late drinking with 'em. I professed to the lady that this time would be 

different. Cash Money was opening for the Gritters at the Cat's Cradle and most likely 

it would be an early night. Then things took a different turn. 

I showed up at the club and met Scott and John. We talked sh it for a while 

backstage. I sang a few ditties with John. Hank and Johnny Cash I believe. Then 

Scott slapped me on the back and said "I got to go cook up some sausage and 

bacon ." I thought he was talking rock talk like how actors say "go break a leg" but 

the goddamn boy wasn't lying. Onstage right next to his kit was a hot plate and a 



cast iron skillet cooking up sausage, Ah. the fucking joker! So they play and 
everything goes well. The 'Money rocks to a meager crowd. Afterwards, 

John sets up the merch table and Scott and I get down to the business at 

hand: drinking. I told him that the Grifters were a bunch of pussies and that 

if he really wanted to see some rock that he should come with me to the 

Local 506 and see Chapel Hill's own Cobra Kahn. A power trio that is influ

enced as much by Hammerhead as they are by Motorhead. Scott agreed and 

we trekked on down to the club. But in typical 506 fashion. Cobra Kahn did

n't come on til close to 2 am. After their set ended we headed back to the 

Cradle to rescue John from all the ladies that had gathered around the mer

chandise table. 
We loaded up 
their gear and 
headed off in 
search of 
liquor.But we 
fell victim to 

the 2 am shutdown. "Alas !" I screamed, "the wife's got bourbon at home." So sometime 

around 3 am we entered my house. and immediately the bong came out of hiding. My loud 

ass mouth was in full effect. "Blah. blah. blah. YEAH!!! and a blah. blah. bllaaaaaa! " 

Then a voice came from beyond, "Greg!" The boys looked at me 

confused and I gave them the one-finger-up-I'll-be-back-in-a-second 

look. "You're drunk, it's late and your being loud. Plus. you're smoking 

pot and there's not much left." As my wife completed her lecture on 

late night manners an earlier conversation floated back into my brain. 

"So you'll be out 'til three again?" she said. "Naw. more like one." 

Da-oh! Caught in my own mistake. I came back into the living room 

and said "That's it. Goodnight boys. See ya in the morning. I work at 

10 so I'll wake you by 9:30." The next morning I come to find out that yes. the wife was pissed. But not just about the late night noise. she was pissed 

that she didn't make their stay more hospitable and that I made her look bad . What a lady huh? 

So now's there's a "no band" rule in 

effect at the homestead and I rare 
commit to the late night booze 

fest anymore (although it does 

occasionally still happen). So 

you see. we critics do face a 
lot of occupational 

hazards.From late night 

boozin' to deafness of the ear 
to ruining a marriage ... 
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Every time I find myself on Sixth Street, I seem to pass the same guy. 

Masked and armed with various tools, this artist creates intricate pictures 

as dozens of passers-by watch with awe. Each time I pass him, I won· 

der, "Who is that guy, and how does he do that?" So, I decided to talk 

personally with the man behind the mask, and this is what I found. 

The artist I speak of is Hiroshi B. Rodriquez. A performance artist, 

Hiroshi creates "Techno·Art". With Krylon spray paint as his main tool, 

Hiroshi uses razor blades, oil knives, poster board, and flames to make 

vivid paintings of everything from Aztec step-pyramids to sailboats in 

dreamy backdrops of moons, stars, and streams of light. He performs to 

music, making complete works of art in as little as five minutes. You can 

see him paint on the NE corner of Sixth and Red River, Wednesday 

through Saturday from 7pm to Jam. 

A twenty-eight year old from Tokyo, Japan, Hiroshi's diverse back· 

ground led him into a career in the art field. He is the son of Aseema 

and Hikung Rodriquez, mime performers from Chile. His family raised 

him in India until the age of twelve, when the family moved to Oregon 

for religious opportunity. He moved to Texas when he turned eighteen. 



Upon arriving, Hiroshi began searching for a craft to make a living. One 

night, he saw a spray-can artist performing and he decided he'd try it. 

Hiroshi went home and practiced, and he began selling his work on Sixth 

Street a week later. For six years, Hiroshi has followed through with his 

craft, portraying themes of gender, tranquillity, chaos, and religion 

through images such as pyramids, crosses, waterfalls and cliffs. He 

gains his inspiration from the audience and the performance itself. 

Hiroshi utilizes his craft as a means to make money and have fun. 

As he works, Hiroshi enjoys an audience comprised of everyone 

from his family to tourists. Recalling the first time she witnessed Hiroshi's 

work, his fiancee Teresa Szymkowski says she was "hypnotized". 

"When you first see it, you've never seen anything like it before." Now, 

Teresa spends many nights working alongside Hiroshi selling jewelry. 

Peter Perigo, an onlooker, thinks "it's absolutely amazing" work. Not 

one witness to Hiroshi's work can deny his talent. 

So, if you have not already, check out Hiroshi Rodriquez perform 

Techno-Art downtown on Sixth Street. You won't be disappointed. 
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MARGINAL 
MAN: 

An Interview 
with Guitarist 
Pete Murray 
by Stabler Hsu 

INTRODUCTION BY GREG E. BOY 
In 1984 I went to my first show at the 9:30 Club in Washington. D.C. I was 
totally peer pressured into going by my friend Jeff Tremaine who had taken it 
upon himself to transform me into a punk rocker. The show was Second Wind. 
Marginal Man. and SS Decontrol. I barely remember Second Wind. Marginal 
Man played after them. I could not believe what I saw. It was virtually impossi
ble to tell who was in the band because so many people were on the stage. 
singing along. stage diving. and just plain carrying on. It was one big goddamn 
party. SSD fucking rocked my world too. The next day I bought Marginal Man's 
record. And I listened to it non-stop for days, weeks, and months. The music 
spoke to me. For the next two years. I would go to almost every Marginal Man 
show whether it was at the University of Maryland or the Wilson Center. Of 
course this led to all out punk rock degradation as I was then exposed to the 
likes of Government Issue. The Bad Brains. Scream. and No Trend. The best 
thing about these bands was that they were my peers. They lived in my neigh
borhood and went to my high school. It was a real "youth crew" kind of experi
ence that I thought I'd grow out of. I never did. My life boiled down to one 
song. the title song, Identity. "I don't regret who I am and what I've done. At 
the start it was all just for fun. but now things have changed. it's just not the 
same. It's a part of me that I can't let go. It's from my heart. these things that I 
feel. Nothing is fake, it's all for real. .. Identity!" 

SFS: What was your first reaction when you heard that Identity was being re
released on compact disc? 
Pete: I was really glad and relieved because the whole band had been trying to 
get Ian and Jeff to release that for years. Due to their lack of funds that they had 
years ago, which was pretty much because they were trying to concentrate on 
their current bands they were getting out, it took a while. That was one reason. 
the other is because the record is only like twenty-two minutes long. so it was 
hard to put it on a CD. That's why it was released as an EP CD. and it's so cheap. 
SFS: What is your favorite track on the record? 
Pete: That's hard ... It would have to be either "Identity', or "Torn Apart". 
SFS: Was the record Double Image ever released on CD? 
Pete: Not legally. (laughs) It's a bootleg on some German label. I can't remem
ber the name of that label. They released it on record and they released it on a 
CD. along with an Artificial Peace demo tape we did way back at Don Zientara's. 
That demo contains tracks that were on the Flex Your Head compilation. That record
ing had like nineteen or twenty songs on it. It was all of the songs we had at the 
time. We never expected to release it, but somehow these guys got a hold of it. 
SFS: You're kinda like a DC. legend because you're on two bands on Flex Your 
Head. (Artificial Peace. Red C) 
Pete: I think I did a count once and as far as tunes go. I'm on more tunes than any 
other musician on the record. 
SFS: The first time I saw Marginal Man was at The Wilson Center in DC back in 
I ike 1984. and it was a lot different than the shows today. What do you think is 
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the difference between back then and now as far as playing live. and the kids 
today in general? 
Pete: You know. I've given this a lot of thought and I think that anyone who was 
around back then and who has hung in with it is obviously going to have a differ
ent view of the way it ought to be and so on. I mean. time's gonna change and 
the more you hear live music and the more bands that you're in makes you kind of 
jaded. whether you like it or not. You become more open though. because you 
hear more different kinds of music. It's gotta be a natural occurrence. but to those 
who are young and are going out and hearing it for the first time. who's to say that 
they're not having just as good of a time as we were then. 
SFS: I guess it's a lot different for you because Marginal Man was such a huge 
band in DC back in the mid-eighties. and the size of the shows and the enthusi
asm about your shows and your music was immense locally at that time. 
Pete: Yea. there's a lot of truth to that. Not to knock Austin because there's a lot 
going on here. but I think that DC and some other cities during that era had a lot 
of high intensity in the air because the music was relatively new then and it was 
very different. Nowadays. it's like. 'Oh yea. you play this and you play that'. and 
'We've heard of that'. Unless you're blowing something up or doing whatever. .. I 
can't imagine what else. It's already been done. That's gonna keep happening in 
the next ten to twenty years. There'll be another kind of music. Look at current 



Marginal Man / Identity re-release I Dischord 

I saw Pete Murray at the grocery store by the Bauer Rec 
Center one day after a show. I walked up and told him that I 
really dug the show last night and that I thought his band was 
really great. He seemed kinda shy and stuttered a little bit. But 
I could tell that what I just said affected him as much as how 
he played the night before affected me. He was the embodi· 
ment of what I wanted to be: punk rocker with a skateboard 
ramp in his back yard. This first Marginal Man record is a 
classic. Many times through the years I've dug this baby out 
and cranked it up loud, wishing I was back in high school 
watching me and my friends slam dance, stage dive, and sing 
along to Marginal Man. As weird as my parent's thought I 
was, they didn't know I was getting the best therapy a teenag
er could get by this slab of wax. Someone I knew was speak
ing to me about things I could relate to in a sound that was all 
me. I'm getting too personal with this review but damn if I 
haven't tried several drafts to avoid it. The bottom line is that 
everybody has certain records that made a profound impact 
on their life. Identity was one of them for me. lgreg e. boy) 

hardcore rap. Over the past six years even that has become really big business. 
(loud guitar noise erupts in the background as the opening band does a sound 
check) I got turned on to The Clash in 1978. I was talking to a guy about this the 
other day. Back then if you wore anything different or anything resembling that 
you got your ass beat up. It was pretty risky to go out and I isten to (punk) and rep
resent that. It's not like that anymore. 
SFS: What was it like playing that reunion show you did in DC a couple of years ago? 
Pete: It was great. Actually, I think it was one of the best shows we ever played. 
SFS: Wasn't that at the old 9:30 Club? 
Pete: Yea. We did a reunion show several years after we broke up and that was 
when everyone was living in the US again. Andre had moved off to Japan and he 
wasn't around and he came back and we did it. It's weird because when you look 
at these other bands that are doing reunion tours and you're like, 'Give me a break, 
just give it up', but we never broke up on a bad note. It wasn't like we weren't 
being true to what we were doing. 
SFS: Why did you guys stop playing? 
Pete: We were going in different directions life-wise, not music-wise. It was get
ting harder to go on tour and continue on in what we were doing. People were 
getting married and just kinda growing up. Even now to this day whenever I go 
back to DC and everyone is in town and we all get together. It's a real tight broth
erhood, and it's really good. We did that one reunion show and we only had a 
couple of days to rehearse and we were worried that it was going to be really 
rusty and bad, but it turned out to be good. Right around one Christmas time I 
went up to DC and it didn't look like it was gonna happen. Then somebody from 
the 9:30 Club called Kenny and said that now the club was really going to close. 
It was supposed to close like every year for like ten years, but this time it was for 
real and it was actually going to close. They asked if we could do one more gig 
there to go out with because that was the first actual club that we played. Our 
first show was at Chris Brey's house in Virginia, and the next one was at the 9:30 
Club with Minor Threat and The Faith. That was a really good time. So we went 
and did the show and was the second to the last night that the old club was open. 
SFS: So, what did you think when Rocket From the Crypt covered Red C's 
'Pressure's On"? 
Pete: That was pretty interesting and I like the way they do it. Because of that, 
I've kinda gotten to know those guys. (laughs) Hopefully, I'll be able to get us a 

8A-t..t fo-t, 8t..u.47~ 

gig with them. When I moved here in '92 and I didn't really know anyone because 
I was out of the loop and I answered some ads for people to play music with. I 
went over to this guitarist's house and he was turning me on to all of the music 
he was into and he said, 'Check this band out, Rocket From the Crypt', and I was 
listening to it and I was like, 'Yea. I like this. This is pretty eool' It had lots of 
dynamic stuff in it and it was cool. Then he said, 'All right listen to this next tune, 
you might know it, it's an old one from DC.' So he plays the song and the high hat 
starts out and I was just I istening and nodding my head, and he says, 'Have you 
ever heard this song?' And I said, 'Yea, I wrote the fucking thing!' (laughs) 
SFS: Red C was a great band. Do you ever see Tomas when you're back in DC? 
Pete: No I don't. I don't even know what he's doing now, I know he's around 
somewhere. 
SFS: Last I heard of him he was spotted peddling his bicycle barefoot down some 
street in Northeast. 
Pete: I think about him quite often actually, he's an odd egg man. I love that guy. 
We really hit it off because we're both German. 
SFS: He's a great poet, probably my favorite among the DC artists of that era. 
What do you think about Dischord now and the direction they're headed? 
Pete: What little I've heard of the current stuff they're putting out I like. It's dif
ferent, and I would hope that it would be different. It's different people and a dif
ferent time now. Even back then I didn't have enough money to buy all of the 
records that I wanted to and I couldn't keep up with everything and I can't now. I 
wish I could. I don't buy many records or listen to a lot of music when I'm at home. 
I listen to music at work now because I can. Now that I'm playing in a band, I lis
ten to music even less. I don't know how people can afford to buy so much music. 
I had to split a fiver tonight between gas to get here and a slice of pizza. (laughs) 
It's awful. 
SFS: Well, this is it. Is there anything you want to say before we end this inter
view? 
Pete: Yea. to everyone I'd like to say, get your ass off the ground and do some
thing, vote ... If you want to play music. get a band together and just do it. I mean 
I've been playing guitar for like twenty years now and I've almost quit many times. 
Don't use the excuse that you don't know how to play anything, because of course 
you don't, but you will. 
SFS: Thanks for the interview. 
Pete: All right. 

BELMONT HALL 
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GENERALJACK MITCHELL 

riOI'thloo ians p BY RAYMOND GRANT 

On a warm September morning in the year 1997 A.D ., I found 

myself speaking to the famed general of a faction of guardians 

called the North Loopians. Fueled by alcohol , lack of sleep, and a 

general battering by the natural elements, this group of watchdogs 

control the North Loop strip. They have tallied up a solid ten year 

stint on this three hundred foot stretch of road with their only bound

aries being the car wash on one end and the above ground cemetery 

tapering off into the dark on the other. There is much wisdom to be 

learned from the General and his band of gypsies, I would loved to 

have conducted this interview by a roaring campfire, listening to 

haunting tales of this land long ago, but someone would have most 

likely stumbled into the fire pickled in alcohol or some other drug and 

there would not have been a happy ending. This all started around 

9:00 a.m., it was at this time that I asked the general if I could 

exchange an interview for a full day sponsorship of beer. He com

plied, with the first request being two sixteen ounce 800 Ice beers, 

with the demand that many more follow. A small price to pay for per

mission to pry open the window of this man's reality and to carry you, 

the reader, through the portal and on our way. 

So I cast a ray of light onto this mysterious group of men, and this 
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interview became like a prism bleeding through all of their true colors. 

I met the General on his turf , a mattress set on top of an aban

doned stove right on the sidewalk in the center of the strip. He was 

sitting in the middle of the mattress in the lotus position awaiting the 

next six pack, after a long hard day of guzzling Red Bull and 800 

Ice. I appeared around 11 :00 p.m. with a twelve pack of Dos Equis 

and a joint and started the tape rolling ... 

SALT FOR SLUGS: What is your complete name? 

GENERAL JACK MITCHELL: Allen Dale Anderson, now can I have a 

pack of cigarettes? 

SFS: Sure, what do you smoke? 

GJM: Full Flavored Kings Shorts. Ah hell , GPC, Doral, it don 't mat

ter. Whatever the fuck, just get short ones. Now what do you want 

to fuckin' know. 

SFS: What has your day been like so far? 

GJM: I got stung by a 

fuckin' yellow jacket 

earlier man, and I'm 

supposed to carry one 

of them fuckin' auto 

injectors on me. When 

I was a little kid in 

Tennessee my mother 

taught me to bite my cig

arette in half and spit on 

the tobacco and stick it 

on the sting, and it sucks 

all the poison out of it. 

And it fuckin' works. 

By this time a messenger 

has returned with the gen

eral's coffin nails. 

GJM: Thank You . Your 

a life saver or a life 

killer, one. I've been 

smokin ' for twenty nine 

fuckin ' years 

SFS: There's no reason 

to stop now. 

GJM: Fuck no, I' ll stop 

when they put dirt on 

my ass. That's the 

only time I'm gonna 

fuckin ' stop. 

SFS: Tell me a story 

about the North Loop. 

''I taught 
that dog, if 
youandm.y 
dau~hter 
Danielle go 
out fora 
walk and 
som.ebody 
com.es back 
alive and 
it's not 
Danielle.'. I'm 
gonna ........... 
yourfuc · ' 
ass.'' 

-General 
Jack Mitchell 



GJM: I'll tell you about when David Crowley got killed on a motorcycle 

right there in front of the cemetery. 

SFS: A friend of yours? 

GJM: He was, he came down the street doin' about a hundred and 

forty miles an hour and hit that fuckin ' curb and the fireplug , then he 

hit the cemetery fence that's why the fence is bent. You know the 

sides that come out of the fireplug, he hit that face first and obviou~ 

ly it killed him. I was the first one to bury the cross, I buried it that 

morning. When the second guy hit that curb I called the cops, and I 

got arrested cause I had two dogs with me that I was walkin ' and they 

said my leash was too long . There's a leash law but they don't spec

ify how long you gotta have the fuckin' leash, and I don 't like walkin 

my dogs on a fuckin' leash . 

SFS: How long was your leash? 

GJM: It was fifty foot, but it had seventy five foot on each fuckin ' end, 

with a shepherd coyote on each one. 

SFS: It sounds to me like you have a hard time following the rules 

young man. 

GJM: Those dogs would listen though, I bought one of them for my 

daughter. I taught that dog, if you and my daughter Danielle go out 

for a walk and somebody comes back alive and it's not Danielle, I'm 

gonna kill your fuckin ' ass. 

We are momentarily interrupted by a disturbance in the bushes and out 

pops Preston, a member of the North Loopian Clan with some valuable 

information on the General 's lineage. 

GJM: Hey Shithead! Hey Shithead, how long have I known you for, 

this is being recorded! 

Preston: Forever! I know Alan and his whole family, Tito, Otis .... 

GJM: Otis is in Mayberry. 

P: Bon and Bess, Christie. They might have the same Mom and a dif

ferent Dad, or the same Dad, or their brother's their Dad. It 's like a 

briar patch, some of them live out in Greenbriar and shit, it's more 

like a family bramble than a family tree. It's like a genealogist's night

mare, even they sit around and say who's Dinky's Dad, is it Wally or 

is it .. . Can you hand me a beer. Alan's the Mayor 

GJM: Now, I'm the Senator, I got a raise. See, I'm up here now 

(Referring to his stove/mattress platform resembling a Aying carpet) I'm 

not on the ground. 

P: If all that shit wasn't piled up underneath you, you would be levi

tating now. 

GJM: Fuck you Preston. 

P: Relax, do you want a beer? 

GJM: Anybody offers me a beer, I'm gonna fuckin' take it. I don't turn 

beer down. 

SFS: Why do you wear a bell around your neck General? 

GJM: Do you remember that movie, "It's a wonderful life" with Jimmy 

Stewart? Everytime a bell rings an angel gets their wings, but if you 

do it on purpose, that doesn't count. It has to be an accident. I used 

to be an acolyte, I lit the candles in church. And when I would go to 

Saturday school, the teachers used to crack me on the hand with a 

ruler because I was left handed. 

SFS: What is your favorite movie? 

GJM: Jimmy Stewart. 

SFS: I said movie. 

GJM: Citizen Kane. 

SFS: You told me once that you were a gardener and that you had 

some gardens of your own. 

GJM: I have twenty three gardens right around here, I have gardens 

that have been goin' since fuckin ' 93 . I grow Habanjeros, Jalapenos, 

Roses, Serranos, White Stars, I have a Rosebush that was a foot tall 

when I planted it on top of Gil's dead cat and now that motherfucker 

is as tall as I am. 

Apparently while I was deeply intrigued by Alan's garden 

tales another member of the loop squad bicycled past in the night. 

I barely noticed his silhouette, but the General 's hawk eye doesn't 

miss a trick . 

GJM: Hey, there goes Greg. His Momma changed the locks on 'im 

and kicked 'im out of the house, HEY! COME ERE MOTHERFUCKER! 

Greg continued to ride off without even acknowledging the General. 

SFS: Why have you chosen to lurk this area of the North Loop for so 

long? 

GJM: I used to live right down the street with my daughter, and I used 

to do work for all these shops right here. I still do work for them some

times and everybody knows me here. Hell, I built most of these 

places around here. Check out these pictures of me and my nephew 
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''I have a Rosebush 
that was a foot tall 
when I planted it 
on top of Gil's dead 
cat and now that 
m.otherfucker is as 
tall as I ·'' 

-General Jack Mitchell 

Kelly Joe. I'm gonna send these to my Mother in Memphis because 

none of them show me with a beer in my hand. 

SFS: There's a beer in this one on the Aoor next to you. 

GJM: Yeah, but it's not facing me if you look at the opening in it, mine 

was back here (points outside of the picture frame). 

SFS: What is the craziest thing you have seen since living here on 

the street? 

GJM: I saw two of these buildings blow up, and I saw the comet, Halle

Boppe. You see a lot of crazy shit out here uh, Ron . I don't know why I 

call you Ron all the time. I'm sorry, I apologize for that. 

SFS: Do you remember Meadowlark Lemon? 

GJM: Now' I don't. Wait, yeah, yeah the basketball player that 

played for the Globetrotters . 

SFS: Just thought I'd ask. That was a trick question, you get a beer 

for that one. 

GJM: Me and Gary Wood were sittin ' out here one night about a 

week ago around four in the morning and a fuckin' plane flew by and 

he's supposed to be like th is (simulates a plane in Flight) but the moth

erfucker was completely sideways, he was doin ' about 600 fuckin' 

miles an hour man , goin that way (points west) . I shit you not, Gary 

Wood will testify. He was perpendicular, horizontal, whatever way 

you want to put it. He was wingtip to wingtip, That would be scary. 

SFS: What were you on? 

GJM: Aw shit man! 

SFS: If Mr. Rourke pulled up to the North Loop in a white stretch limo, 

opened his door, and stepped out offering you any alcohol or drug 

of your choice free of charge, what would be your reply? 

GJM: Captain Morgan's spiced Rum and Columbian Gold. 

SFS: If you were stranded on a desert isle and you knew that there was 

beer on an island five miles away, would you attempt to swim there? 

GJM: Fuck no, I ain't that damn stupid. (laughs) 

SFS: You would stay there with no beer? 

GJM: You fuckin ' A right, I'm not gonna swim no five fuckin' miles. 

SFS: Would you use smoke signals? 

GJM: I'd do somethin ' like that, wave in a ship or somethin' . 

P: I would devolve gills. 

GJM: Now, wait a minute, out of the limbs and shit that I would break 

down, I would make me a raft and a paddle. I'd get the beer and 

probably a better island . 

SFS: If you had the power to change anything in the world, what 
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would it be? 

GJM: The misunderstanding between humans. That's what I wish. 

People don 't need to be pissed off at each other, everybody ought to 

get along . That way there would be a lot less hurt and a lot less pain. 

SFS: Where do you sleep besides this mattress? 

GJM: None of your fuckin' business. You could throw a rock from here to 

all of the places I sleep. I used to sleep with my dog Bluetick, he had three 

legs and one eye and he used to curl up next to me. 

SFS: I sense a story here, how did his physical condition come to be? 

GJM: Back in Tennessee the dumbass climbed about fifteen feet up a 

fuckin' tree with no limbs, I don't know how the fuck he climbed it. 

He bearhugged the motherfucker. He got up to the hollow in the tree 

and a coon took his left eye out, I should have shot the son of a bitch 

then for bein' such a dumbass. After that, the crazy motherfucker 

chased the coon into the crick and the coon bit his fuckin' arm off! 

The General told me a story earlier that day about a "female" Austin 

cop that brutalized him one evening during a drunken stupor and 

blackout session on private property. As he described the "woman" 

to me I recognized her to be the professional boxer that fought last 

spring on Pay-Per-View who was glazed, and consequently knocked 

out by an opponent that was apparently pissed-off that she was a slab 

of ham, if you know what I mean . Obviously she sensed a weaker 

victim in the drunken General and typically abused her power. So I 

asked him to elaborate. 

GJM: She crawled underneath the gate back there while I was sleep

ing and handcuffed me and dragged me out to her car, through the 

rain and mud. Then she slammed my head against the side of the 

fuckin ' car and split my eye wide open, I still have a black eye from 

the motherfucker. I wasn 't doin ' nothin' but sleep in ', I wasn 't both

erin ' nobody, then she took my little ass to jail and I gave them a fake 

name, Jack Mitchell. 

SFS: I recommend that procedure, if at all possible always provide an alias. 

GJM: I still had to pay twenty bucks. 

SFS: Where do you see yourself in ten years? 

GJM: I'll Probably be sittin' right here. 
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''Who Y.OU callin' 
bit ch, bit ch!'' 
HOW ·TO WIN 
by Marty The Magnificent 

1. PHYSICAL 
PAIN DOESN'T 
LAST AS LONG 
AS MENTAL 
PAIN. 

2. THERE IS TIME 
FOR (HOLDS UP 
FISTS) AND 
THERE IS TIME 
FOR (POINTS 
TO MOUTH) 

So there is no such thing as a fair fight . The 
one punch knockout is a myth, Rocky. The trick 
is the flurry. Chances are one will land. 
Please refer to Rock 'Em Sock 'Em Robots. 
This is also a key time to take into con
sideration the 'step-on-the-toe-as-you
advance ' tactic. You may feel a little 
girlish for this one, but I swear by 
it. Second of all there is no going 
back. Do or die is something I 
like to chant to myself when 
I know there is no more 
time to convince myself 
that it's just mental (#1) 
and talking my way out (#2) 
faded three shots ago. 

I once fought this guy who had both 

A FIGHT 

arms and one leg in a cast. It was my 26th birthday. I got a fifth of Seagrams whiskey and a fifth of Crown Royal as gifts. 

I was hanging out with the guys that are now the band H20 when I preceded into the dark zone. The guy was a dick and I 

called him on it. I finished him in two weak punches. Then, holy hell! His girlfriend jumped on my back. I could feel a half 

dozen Rolling Rocks and some shots work their way up my esophagus. This chick could kick my ass! Male or female , you 

gotta work 'em quick. I listen to old S.O .A. for inspiration. I want to tell you about Chris Conti. He was gonna kick my ass, 

so I pushed him through a window head first chanting "do or die." 
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·ob, 
by Jamie ward.Incognito. 

y'know-l'm a liar. Last issue I mentioned (actually, I stated, out
right) something about Russ Meyer being the focus of this column. 
I lied. I don't know what to say- I couldn't do it. I tried several 
times, each time to no avail. I just couldn't do the man any justice. 
I felt unqualified and didn't want to sound like I was. Besides, to 
be completely honest, I just couldn't watch any of his movies yet 
another time. Not that they're no good after a while, it's just that 
I've seen them all too many times. But, just in case someone out 
there was anticipating my trivial reviews of the old genius 
codger's films, I included one. It was the least I could do. Now ... I 
bring you the blood, lust, breasts and the ultraviolence. 

Today's special: Japanese cinema 
I'm not talking about Godzilla movies or anime or some cyberninja 
shit-these films are quality films that you can impress women 
with by knowing something about (not really). 

- SHOGUN ASSASSIN-( 1974) 
STARRING TOMISABURO WAKAYAMA. 

Wow. Like cascading rivers 
the blood flows. This is the 
bloodiest movie I have ever 
seen. This seems like a 
believable account of samu
rai life in feudal Japan. The 
story itself is quite simple 
(I'm going to summarize the 
American release because 
you probably won't be able to 
find the Japanese version, 
which is a bit different)-ltami 
works for the shogun. He 
chops off heads for a living. 
The shogun is a crazy bas

tard with a wild white afro of demon hair. He's paranoid and suspects 
that ltami is trying to usurp his throne. Whatever, y'know? ltami's just 
fine with chopping off heads. So, the shogun calls him a traitor and 
orders his guards to kill him. Bad. ltami jacks a bunch of guys up and 
then flees. Meanwhile, back at the crib, ltami's wife and infant son 
Daigoro are awaiting pop's return from a day at work. ltami says it's 
time to split. But, some ninja spies decide to pay the family a house-
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call where they kill his wife. ltami presents Daigoro with a choice: 
Ball or sw9rd-ball=death, sword=life on the road to hell with his fugi
tive pops. Of course, he chooses the sword and the movie begins. 
This is actually a combination of the first two episodes in a series of 
films known as the "Babycart series" . My man the crazy wolf, Lone 
Wolf wanders the countryside pushing his son around in a wooden 
cart , which is equipped with some crazy weaponry-like some precur
sor to James Bond's Aston-Martin. All the while, fighting and killing 
off assassins. A fuckload of assassins. And he doesn't just slash folks 
across the chest, he buries swords in their fucking heads. Blood 
everywhere. Female ninja skin men alive and and then slice them up, 
limb by limb! The Masters of Death slaughter an army of under
ground killers! Paul Revere and the Raiders get a nod of approval tor 
the sound- track-great synthesized beats. And, Sandra Bernhard(yes, 
her} does some over dubbing, what a trip. 

• Onlbaba (The Demon, or The Hole) 1964,B&W 
STARRING NOBUKO arowA, JITSUKO YOSHIMU-
RA, KEI saro. DIRECTED BY HIKARU HAYASHI ... 

This damn movie scared me. Not "Nightmare on Elm Street" fear. 
Like "The Shining" fear. Mortal fear. It's not the story that's fright
ening, either. It's that eerie mood that prevails in so many 
Japanese films. Setting: feudal Japan. Times are tough. Our war 
widowed antagonist lives with her mother-in-law. To make ends 
meet, they kill soldiers and steal and sell their armour to this 
decrepit old man who lives underground. One afternoon, the dead 
husband's best friend returns home from battle. Of course, he's 
bringing bad news. And he's thinking carnal knowledge, because 
the widow is crazy beautiful, goddess on earth. They get a little 
something happenin' on the down low. Sneaking out at night, that 
type of thing. But, crazy ol' mother-in-law ain't having it. She 
doesn't approve and tries to halt the continuation of copulation 
happening in the reeds. One night she meets an oni or,demon. She 
thinks it's a soldier and kills him for his armour.But see- this oni 
wears this crazy mask, a really creepy mask. She takes the mask 
and uses it to try ro scare the two lurid lovers, but, the mask is 
the oni- The mask disfigures her face and she finally flips her lid, 
which she's been working on doing for half of this movie. But that 
is not really wfiat is so frightening about this. It's the way this is 
photographed. Every shot creates a sense of approaching 
terror.The tension is only highlighted by the audio. Mostly silent 
and brooding, when there is any music, it's this insanely unnerving 



barrage of drums. This movie made me very nervous. Very savage 

in it's display of passion, lust and violence and madness; this film 
lingers like a bad weed hangover-I swear to all the gods above 
that you won't be able to shake this off for a while. 

- VENGEANCE IS MINE(l979) 
STARRING KEN OGATA, RENTARO MIKUNI CHOOiC> 
MIKAYO , AND MAYAMI OGAWA. DIRECTED BY 
SHINICHORO IKEBE. 

Advocates of censorship have not spent much time doing their 

research . America's violence is influenced by oppression, racism 

and poverty-not music.film or television. It's funny because 

America is the only country that points directly at enterta inment 

as a cause for the increased rate of violence. Nevermind the 

adage- "the rich get richer and the poor get poorer". wouldn't it 

seem logica l that other cultures would also feel the effect of vio

lence in the field of entertainment? Like the Japanese. for exam

ple? Have you ever seen some of this animation? It's some horren

dously violent shit. And seldom do you hear about violent crimes in 

Japan (unless they are committed by American Gl's positioned 

over there). But. alas, on occasion there is a fish who swims 

against the current of the stream. And this is the story of a 

fucked-up fish. OI' boy is evil-down to his aorta. Down to his bone 

marrow. Not a single trace of good in him. At the open ing of the 

film, he is being interrogated. The detectives are sure that they 

have found their serial killer-but the smarmy little bastard ain't 

sayin' a word. Evil to the core. So. in a very hypnotizing montage 

of flashbacks we see the life story of this human devil. Which is 

not pleasant. This guy's such a jerk-He could've caused Gandhi to 

resort to violence. This dude is an anti-social, deadbeat. no job 

having, fraud committing, wife-raping, father abusing, gambling, 

alcoholic, psychotic bumbaclaat fool devil. y'know? And on top of 

that. he decides to kill a couple of innocent people. I hated this 

guy so much. But this is why I spent two and a half hours watch

ing. It was like psycho- analyzing "The Bad Seed". VERY silent 

film-no remorse about it's content or the actions of the main char

acter. but by no means is it exploitation. Oh yeah. it's based oc a 

true story. Which increases the scare factor. And the big brass dis

aster film score will give you the heebie-jeebies. How will you 

know when you have the heebie-jeebies? How about when you've 

decided to get up and turn this off ... 

O.K. BOOB FREAKS
- SUPERVIXENS( 1974) 

STARRING SHARI EUBANK, CHARLES NAPIER, 
USCHI DIGARD, CHARLES PrTTS, HAJI, STUART 
LANCASTER. DIRECTED BY RUSS MEYER.-

The mammary mogul's best film. VERY well endowed women and 

men, murder dune buggies. lots o' sex & violence, and a long 

stretch of road. Clint. our hard working gas attendant spends his 

days resisting advances from large breasted( in case you don't 

know . large breasts are Meyer's trademark, I think it might be 

registered) women down at Martin Boorman's Super Service. And 

at night he's probably 
knocking crazy boots 
with wifey: 
Suf)ervixen. But we 
won't know because 
Vixen freaks out( after 
calling Clint home 
from work for some 
looooovemakin') and 
starts beating him 
up.Then horny old 
Rufus from next door 
phones the fuzz. The 
fuu tell him to take 
off and cool his jets; 
then the cop makes a 
date with Vixen; Clint 
gets loaded at Haji's 
bar; Charles Napier(the fuzz) tries to get bizzy with Vixen. But. he 

don't like "kinky stuff' like fellatio and ends up not being able to 

get his "Boogie Nights" 13 inch prosthetic penis up, so Vixen calls 

him a fag .. Whoa! He gets upset and beats her ass; she gets 

away and locks herself in the bathroom, draws up a bath, turns on 

the radio and starts doing a striptease(!). which possesses Napier 

with the ultimate evil and he breaks down the door. Then he 

throws her in the now-full bathtub, stomps on her stomach and 

throws in the plugged in radio! ACK! Meanwhile, Clint is passed 

out at Haji's, oblivious to what has happened to his wife. Until 

Martin Boorman lays a couple o' hundred clams on him and tells 

him to split town because he's the prime suspect. So Clint takes to 

the road, where he meets a bunch of weird motherfuckers. 

Another reason why hitchhiking is not the best idea. He gets 

jacked up, his wallet gets stolen. he meets a chicken-fucking 

farmer and his enormously endowed German milkmaid wife, and 

gets seduced by EVERY women he runs into. Eventually he reaches 

Super Angel's Super Service-the oasis in his desert of desolation. 

A gas station just like Martin Boorman's and the woman who 

owns it looks just like Super Vixen. Man. he's so happy. And then 

comes Charles Napier. the original Psycho Cop. He's driving cross 

country and stops at Angel's for gas. He begins conversing with 

Clint( whom he doesn't recognize) and the two men decide to 

hook up for some fishing the next day. Cool. thinks Clint. He's 

wrong. Napier kidnaps AngelNixen to draw Clint into a trap so he 

can kill him( I guess he recognized him after all). And there's blood. 

dynamite and bullets to climax this glorious film. Boy howdy do I 

love Russ Meyer. So, I hope you weren't let down about the 

Russ thing, and. as usual, here's four more kung fu films to peep ... 

• DRAGONS FOREVER:JACKIE CHAN, SAMMO HUNG 
AND YUEN BIAO. 

• TAI-CHI MASTER: JE U AND ROSAMUND KWAN. 
- IRON MONKEY: YU RONG-QUONG, DONNIE YEN. 
• THIRTEEN HEROES: Tl LUNG, DAVID CHIANG 

AND KU FENG. 
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CREATION OF FANTASY: A MODERN DAY 
ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM BY STABLER HSU 

ILLUSTRATION BY CHARLES LAWRANCE 
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CHAPTER 1: PROFESSIONAL 
SPORTS AND THE AVERAGE 
GUY AND GAL 

Here we are, deep into the 1990's, in a world 

where a little electronic box that was invented 
less than a century ago may dictate the fate of 

society as we know it. With the television era 

now in full-swing, we see now, more than ever 

before, the widespread crisis which confronts 

our society today; Sports Fantasia, [<L<Gk 
armchairus quarterbackus] varieties 1-N (refer to 

Table 1 a). The fate of society may, in fact, be 

determined by the outcome of this societal 

dilemma which plagues the homes, work

places, and countless other settings throughout 

the country and the rest of the world. 

Our sense of "self" is now being system

atically replaced by a new sense of person

al identity, an identity which is partially, if not 
wholly, embodied by the feats of the pro

fessional athlete. There are, admittedly, 
many accomplished professional and non

professional athletes who have achieved 
greatness (i.e.: most consecutive games 

played, most touchdowns, fastest lap, 
longest putt, highest air, highest score, the 



list is endless ... ). In fact, as has been 
observed in recent years on talk radio pro
grams, the general public has a far greater 

knowledge of sports trivia, such as: team 

records, player statistics, official rules, 

etc., than they do of the political process. 

Although it is important to point out that 

sports can be a positive activity, certainly 

fantasizing about sports heroes and spec
tacular feats is dangerous. The sports fan 

represents the continuance of a cycle that 

began long ago, where the masses are 

subtly preyed upon by a power which has 

the ability to create a mass diversion, nice

ly packaged and marketed to them in the 

form of "recreation". These days, it's 

hardly subtle. Somebody's gettin' paid. 

And so, here we are, and here we will 

continue to be. Do you think Air Jordan will 
ever read this? Imagine that he makes 

more money in a day than you'll ever see in 
your life. Now, imagine the last time you 

had trouble making rent, or eating for that 

matter. I'm not saying it should be illegal or 

anything, but where is it that we begin to 

take back the consciousness of our soci

ety? Let's put things in perspective and 

realize that some of us have become regu

lar old "God fearing" crtizens of society who 
live vicariously through the empty con

quests of the professional athlete. The glory 

of victory, the agony of defeat, and the thrill 

of the moment are only a few of the inter

vening variables in this synthesis of fantasy 

and individual and/or group identrty. The 

individual may base only his or her personal 

identity alone, apart from other individuals, 

partially on the fantasy of spectator sports, 
or they may base their identity with a group 

of individuals on one or more of the infinrte 

varieties of Sports Fantasia. * 
t\O'l/E OF ll1E OPINONS EXPRESSED IN ms AATlCLE ARE lHAT OF ll1E DESIGNER. 

TABLE 1A: A GENERAL OUTLINE FORMAT FOR THE 
INFINrTE VARIETIES OF THE CONDITION, SPORTS FANTASIA 
Note: Taking into account a host of intervening variables, the counselor should give each individual a 
quantitative diagnosis only (i.e.: 1A0.10 =an NFL Football fanatic who watches a lot of tv exclusively, 
and has a SOC rating of 10, most severe), based on the following four variables: common term for 
the vehicle of synthesis (e.g.: 1 = NFL Football), the individual's mode of synthesis (e.g: A = televised 
imagery), the number of additional sports which also serve as vehicles for synthesis, and last, but 
maybe the most crucial variable, the degree of severity as rated by qualified raters on a ten-point 
ordinal scale ranging from 1: Minimal Observability, to 10: Condition Most Severe. 

Vehicles for Synthesis (VS): (note: Only a small sample will be presented here.) 
1. NFL Football 4. NHL Hockey 
2. Major League Baseball 5. PGA Golf 
3. NBA Basketball 

II. Mode of Synthesis (MOS): (note: This is a small sample and list is subject to 
future omissions and additions.) 
A. Televised Imagery D. Newspaper Publications 
B. Radio/Audio Only Transmissions E. Stadium Events/Live Entertainment 
C. Magazine Publications 

Ill. Number of Other Vehicles for Synthesis (OVS): (note: This number represents a 
quantitative summation of other vehicles which is to be tabulated by the rater 
upon initial contact with the afflicted. Number of additional vehicles is subject 

to change.) 

IV. Severity of Condition (SOC): (note: As stated earlier, this list serves as a simple 
ranking of severity based solely on the rater's prior knowledge and exposure to 
those afflicted. This rating will provide a diagnostic screen for counselors to use 
to construct a general picture the client's immersion in Sports Fantasia.) 

1. MINIMAL OBSERVABILITY Individual displays very little, if any of the symptoms 
of Sports Fantasia. 

2. OBSERVABLE Individual demonstrates a tendency towards fantasies involving 
sporting events and/or athletes. 

3. HIGHLY OBSERVABLE Individual is observed by others to incorporate spectator 
sports into his or her sense of reality. 

4. MILDLY BLATANT Individual displays very little, if any real emotional reactivity to a spec
tator sport(s), while exhibiting a definite psychological attachment to professional sports. 

5. BLATANT Individual demonstrates a tendency toward real emotional reactivity to a 
spectator sport(s). 

6. HIGHLY BLATANT Individual is observed by others to incorporate spectator 
sport(s) into his or her emotional state of mind on a regular basis. 

7. MILDLY SEVERE Individual bases one or more aspects of his or her life on a 
spectator sport(s). 

8. SEVERE Individual has successfully incorporated spectator sport(s) into his or her 
own identity alone and in groups. 

9. HIGHLY SEVERE Individual bases almost all of his or her life on spectator sports. 
Approach with extreme caution. 

10. MOST SEVERE Individual bases entire life on sports fantasy, identifies exclusively 
with professional and/or non-professional athletes, spends all conscious and 
unconscious brain power on spectator sport related issues, and demonstrates a 
constant emotional response to sporting events and figures in the past, present, 
and future. 
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The cramps--lig Beat From Badsville 
(Epitaph) 

1Jhe Cramps, I am happy to say, are still the Cramps. When I hear 
the shit Mick Jagger and Keith Richards are trying to pass off now 
as the Rolling Stones, it's nice to know there are still bands like 
the Cramps. For the past twenty years. the Cramps have been 
releasing albums that pretty much all sound the same. But what 
they lack in musical virtuosity they more than make up for in pres
ence. Big Beat From Badsville has that Cramps signature heavy 
psychobilly beat. Poison Ivy's guitar doesn't play any harder or any 
faster. she is still just as dark and sparse as ever. Either you like 
the Cramps or you don't So what's it gonna be? lwes leek) 

.Bikini Worlkompilation 
:!critic.didn't list label's name, shame shame) 
:}f' 
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comp' It's got all the goodies: The Daytonas. The 
ntilm Surfers. and even some Southern Culture 

. e intrOduc~qn if you need a primer to this 
nt~listen to at a party. It's a great 

· · few times. it becomes a nov
·.. .. '5 this: If you are a 

n'tneed'this ed. But, if you like 
•· s you like, 

skip to the 
tlJis kind 

A 

r"·I 

next song it something wanked out of control. No cool cover art, 
no lyric sheet. no hologramic stickers, nuttin'. I have no clue as to 
who Goldfinger is or where they're from. So, unfortunately for 
these guys, I have to concentrate on the music. Which is, in two 
words. STANDARD FARE. These guys criss-cross between un
innovative white-boy ska and Green Dayish, Seven Secondish 
power pop. The vocals are a mixture of the norm and nothing 
original. I favor the punk sound to the ska sound, which is em bar· 
rasing. Soulless, butchered ska is a real pet peeve for this kid, 
and Goldfinger's lame attempts make me want to stick my head in 
an oven and smoke a butt. And that's just from listening to the 
first side. One positive thing about GoldfingeriS"that they only 
offend the listener's intelligence. Abrasion is not a goal for 
Goldfinge[!f!S HANG-UPS paps its way to thirteen year-old ear 
heal'e.ri '. The last bait of the record is a little better or, either. it 
prows ~im you. 1.can'ttell. The saving grace is a twen second 

· · You'll fi 

Fu Manchu-The Action Is Go 
Mammoth Records 

HA ' G-

Cover: Old school skater jammin a pool. Could be a 
but it's not, it's twenty years old. . "'··· . '> < 
Inner Sleeve Trippy band member photos. No 1Yric.sh't~~~te 
the frontman's propensity for vocal illegibilities. Goo · ·•· ' of 
shout outs. 
Line Up 2 guitars, bass, drums. Drummer is old KYU 
Did Shit I've only heard/seen one thing, their last releas 
Search Of...' It rocks harder than a crackhead. The coYiif 

.. ·.· ... some. A drag race with a long-legged party girl waving 1fl 
Sounds Like: Brain-driving interpretations of every crushing ., .... NA 

rockJhord you can think of. From AC/DC to ZZ TOP. these · ···· .. 
knov./every hook, line. and sinker. IN SEARCH OE.. goes 

BlACK SABBATH riffs and KYUSS tonalities with a 
y'seventies production. THE ACTION IS GO hark 

... ~or~ than just the Tony lommimuse. Dashespt 
(da~l§ayJSouthem Rock help flavor this raw;9~ 

,.. · • ··. {yet just'as intense) precision.Tue prdduc~ 
. an IN SfARCH OE:" which some old tans may dis
em FU MANCHLJ ,stoner rock,butittC is not required 

ounter a truly bomliastiyexperience'. (Xopher) 

The JoykillerThree 
Epitaph 

The Joykiller are fronted by original TSOL vocalist Jack Grisham. 
This album is full of songs that could fit on any soundtrack of a 
John Hughes film. It's pure teeny bop noo wave with keys and 
strings and songs of love and sex. Rumor has it that this is the 
record Jack made to sell-out. But only fools like me nostalgic for 
remembering an adolescent crush will really enjoy this record. It's 
either ten years to late or three years ahead of the new wave 
retro trend. {greg e. boy) 

kand roll , but it doesn't quite rock. It's got the right 
: standard licks complete with predictable changes. I 

them to play faster, get me someplace, but it just 
see the movie Welcome To The Doll house? 
e big brother's band.that practiced in the 
the vocals. They could have saved money 

hey' d have used someone's four track. 
-produced and the mix is shitty. Plus 

... rk from a Clash record. I already 
. y So Called Band, don't quit yaur So 
gaeta) 
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Bardo Pon~psed 
Matador 

Goddamn psychedelic shit is what·this is. A Mazzy Star say-ance 
wi.th Jesus and Mary Chain drinking right alongside. Soupy and 
soiii_c fuggin'music that warps yer knucklehead cranium like a bad 
trip with the Butthole Surfers circa Locust Abortion. I got really 
wasi~and slipped this into the cd player late at night. I was all 
alone.Jdrifted from sleepyland comas to just-about-to-wake-up 
hallucinations. Please, don't drive under the influence of Bardo 
Pond. Well, at least I've warned you. (greg e. boy) 

Ruin-songs Of Reverie and Ruin 
(Black Hole) 

My first Ruin experiern:e was as a freshman in college on the 
eastern shore of Maryland. I was the lone resident DC punk 
rocker. I met a few Delaware punks (but they were all of 14 and 
of the runaway variety). This one guy had a box full of tapes. I 
stole the Ruin tape from him. Played this tape for over ten 
years. in twenty five different towns, and a halt dozen states. It 
appeared that all was lost. The tape was 150 in dog years and 
starting to make that hiss sound that tapes make on their last 
leg. Then karma happened. I was in the record store talking to 
a friend of mine, glanced down, and saw this Ruin re-issue, ret
rospective record. The Ruin boys were Nation of Ulysses before 
there was Nation of Ulysses. They were art rock fags who were 
loved by the Philly hardcore scene (when they were playing in 
all white smocks) but hated once they stepped oft the stage. 
For their idealogies. The early years were standard punk rock 
but soon the boys in Ruin developed a unique style of rock, 
hardcore and free jazz. 26 tracks are on here including the 
album I lifted over ten yea rs ago from some street punk, dirt 
bag- "Fiat Lux." This cd contains cult favorites like • Life After 
Life.';, :china," and covers of Leonard Cohen's "Master Song" 
and ".famous Blue Raincoat" . This cd rocks and it is a must tor 
• ~ny hardcore music archivalist. I mean tuck, they were doing 
Cohen coy~rs fer chrissakes! (greg e. boy) 
;:~·· ,::: ....... <';·}f ..... 

Boy ~i;Fi :~Hers , 
loosegroove Records 

,~::. ·'k·:, 

DJ.duo fr~n!Seattle, the Hi-Fi Killers 
.set reak beats and ambient 
grooves: • J-te~ltlnfluilhced h is most evident 
jn the opening tracktKowkCrie;;;:angvariqus karatd samples. This 
record goes down as smooth as'aStllli martini (shaken not 
stirred): ·· .·. ···· 

. stiC~ 
Pitch At 

Richmond, VA-The Sound Of Music-which is owned by David Lowery 
of Cracker and Camper Van Beethoven fame. Resident engineer
genius John Morand captures the magic on two inch. Hope there's 
more on the way Rumor has it that they moved to TN. Just as long 
as they bring it on home it'll be alright iSockboy) 

Reservoir-Pink Machine 
Zero Hour Records 

Eight tracks. Let's cut to the chase. 
Track One: Ben Folds Five on barbituates doing a Billy Joel 

dencies a la early Helmet mix nice and sereptitiously with the 
melodic. Believe it or not I heard a little of old U2 in there. 
Their songwriting is engaging and yet they pull no punches. 
The sheer sonic attack of "Swine Dive· and"Ziplock" keep you 
on the ropes, then songs like "Damaged Goods" revive the 
heart ringside. "Damaged Goods" has winter anthem written all 
over it as far as I'm concerned. They scream 'lock yourself 
away' and you don't mind cuz its all goooood. This EP teases 
like a whore behind a window in Amsterdam but when you 
pay the price and enter through the door, the window disap
pears. Pry displays power and brilliance-all that and a bag 
of chips. (sockboy) 

Regulator waus-;;..Tbe Aesthetics of NO·Drag 
Slowdime/Dischord 

DC pedigree rock that works the wattage of a three way bulb: 
someti~.es mellow. sometimes eventempered, and sometimes in 
the red/ Again we find blokes in the Nation's Capitol shedding 
their emo-core/post punk skin and galloping off into skronk and 
skree'.. A cameo appearance by Bobby Sullivian (ex-Soulside, 
K1ngface. Seven League Boots, among others) only ups the ante. 
(greg e. boy) 

Polvo--Shapes 
Touch and Go 

; Polvo continues to rock, utilizing their excellent song writing ability 
• an9amazing string section to create another collection of great 
songs with a broad range of sounds employing a variety of instru· 
ments. Tastefully doing the rock star East Indian sitar thing in the 

... second song on this CD ' the fighting kites' and pulling it oft takes 
sorrie serious creativity. They reveal even more of their Eastern 

while you're on acid. Lazily emotive. Fucked-up, low-ti soundscape ~
begin the song. 
Track Two: Better Than Ezra not giving a shit Sorta catchy •. Rootsy, .•.• 
chilled-out pop rock with LSD undertones. . •... 
Track Three: For some reason, this reminds me of Steve. Millet My c;. • 
favorite so far. Tweeked drum program and vibrating vocals..;This!Pf' 

· ./ influences in the song 'the golden ladder' with wonderful flowing 
'7' flute so~nd.~i':.Jhe track entitled 'd.d.' is somewhat reminiscent of 
<ithe tyPe ofstuff that once would have had its place on the sound-
. } rack ofa b_iker m~vie fr?ITT the sixties. Polvo, along with the help 
' of B9bWestory! have created yet another excellent album that 
incorporates a wide sp.ectrum of sounds. everything from the piano 

sounds like a happy stalker. - .. :.. . .. 
Track Four: Cool hip-hop drum beat with the tripping tandem of Si~Oll ,. 
and Garfunkel performing in an acoustical~ inferior insane asylum'. 
Track Five: A creation by the offspring of the bizarre km! triangle con
sisting of T Rex, Matthew Sweet and Thurston Moore. • 
Track Six: Starts off with a sampled, minimal, jungle drum beat then 
kicks in with sappy vocals behind a nervuus ambient soundscap~; 
finally, the jam session starts as the bass punches its way through. 
We're seventy five percent through the record and I like the music bet· 
ter than the vocals. 
Track Seven Sappily depressed indie schlock ballad . 
Track Eight Deva on ecstacy covering the Flock Of Seagulls covering 
the Magnetic Fields. 
Oh yeah, by the way, Jud Ehrbar, of Space Needle and Vamaline fame, 
writes and produces this record all by his lonesome. Pink Machine 
shows ol' Joo does not lwe solely on Robitussin and King Crimson. 

er) .;-,,.) 

Tigl)tariil. tender. P~ pulls from. both sides. This foursome 
mixed .!,h.~ right spices in their.meat where the agressive ten-

to the trumpet; while maintaining a tight rock band's loud, high 
energy feet (stabler) 
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THe Lb1nnP1eLo P1oneens 

Lynnfield Pioneers--tmerge 
Matador 

._,, 

Okay, so the 'Pioneers are on the label that gave us Jon Spencer 
and they sound a bit on the garage side being a three piece with 
no bass player and all. Yeah, it took me a while to get past this 
too, but when I did I was blessed with the blissful Stooge-0-Rama 
noise of "Cool Calm Serene," the Lyres meets Delta '72 mutant 
r&b of "Get off Your Feet,"and the dirgy "Superceded · Ouch, this 
shit is good. (greg e. boy) 

Mess-Pretty Ugly 
Last Beat 

Mess combines the best of rock and the best of punk. Like their 
predecessors Rocket From The Crypt and their distant uncles The 
Humpers, Mess leaves a melodic yet dirgy imprint. These songs 
are memorable and catchy, like dolphins in a tuna net, especially 
"Shilog"and "Goldschlager" (you know what these guys have on 
their mind). I wish all bands wrote all their songs about liquor. I 
wish all bands had as much fun as these guys do. Out-running all 
the SoCal dudes surfing this same wave, Mess fronts the props to 
beat the cops. They sport the Keds to beat the Feds. They drop the 
beat that beats the heat. And well, so on. (sockboy) 

The COnquistadors--conq·A·SChon 
5am 

If the Conquistadors were a cartoon they'd be the Itchy and 
Scratchy Show. Both are manic yet sublime. Their absence of 
hesitation enhances their ability to rock any proverbial indy house 
from Chapel Hill to Olympia "SciFi Pod" takes you to Alpha 
Centuri and dumps you on a space refueling platform just west of 
the lost moon of Jupiter, Chlamydia. A three piece never sounded 
so much like a four piece or something like that. They can jettison 
their country roots in a nano second and replace the nuclear cylin
ders with straight-up punkified octane while keeping you in a 
strangehold. Never before has rock music driven a man to drop 
his thesaurus and head for the nearest VFW post for a good dose 
of homegrown bliss. That or professional wrestling. They make 
Bryan Adams cut with a freaking plastic steak knife. (sockboy) 

The Bomb Bassets-Take a Trip With ... 
Lookout I 

As ever, SoCal lives in the Bomb Bassets. Lookoutl's latest entry 
into this field doesn't disappoint. There's old school punk and 
glam nature odditties like "Total Destruction To Your Mind" as well 
as angst ridden love-your-ex-gal songs like "Just Another Magic 
Moment." These guys push the punk envelope with bits like 
"Imagine" and "That's All She Wrote", bringing what Buddy Holly 
and the Ramones gave us to a new level. A level which I'm sure 
they'll push further into the further. "Better Than That" stands out 
as a diamond in the rough enticing you to shuffle to its acoustic 
grit. This collection of 12 lovely songs is a must for the clean punk 
set. (sockboy) 
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The Pennies-Decorate the Atomic Art 
Damn Entertainment 

Mellow grooves and hard-edged guitar sounds are successfully 
combined by this solid rock four piece hailing from Louisville, KY. 
Aside from putting a picture of a naked girl with tattooed tits on 
the cover of this EP, The Pennies also know how to play music. 
The second song on this little CD is called "Area 51 Revisited" is 
where I really relate to The Pennies. "There's no need to hide, 
they'll soon be landing " The next track, "Chinese Gasoline" has a 
great guitar line and tastefully done group vocals on the chorus. 
Amazing, I thought that stuff was gone forever. Thank God there's 
someone who can make it work. The fourth and final track on this 
disc is a fifteen minute journey to the center of your psyche called 
"Trim the Treetops". I recommend looking for The Pennies in your 
local record store. (stabler) 

Danielle Howle & The Tantrums-Do A TWO Sable 
(Daemon) 
I can't say anything bad about o\' Danielle, but it also isn't the kind 
of music I listen to. It's very Woman-Acoustic-Rock even though 
they play some plug-ins. If you like those kind of bands, then I rec
ommend this one. Or if you have sister, she might be one of these 

kind of band-liking types, and you could get it for her. At times o\' 
Danielle can sound growl-ly, or sweet. A necessary talent for 
today's angry woman, sensitive with message-laden. She's got 
nice voice. But so does Linda Ronstat and I don't buy any of her 
cd's. So while I'll say that I wouldn't buy a Danielle Howle cd (and 
also add that if she played a $3 show I still wouldn't go) there are 
plenty of people out there who are going to love her. Like your 
mom or your sister. Probably not the kind of people who are read
ing this. Like probably not you. (kendra gaeta) 

Helium41agic City 
(Matador) 

This is the second release from Boston's Helium. GuitarisV 
singer/songwriter Mary Timothy has reached into her bag of tricks 
to come up with more diversity then the angry pop sounds of their 
debut Dirt of Luck. The songs of Magic City are influenced by the 
works of early new wave and avant garde artists like Gary Numan, 
Joy Division, and Nico to the folksy Joni Mitchell. On some 
songs, Kim Wilde's "Kids in America" linger in the back with sim
ple drum machine beats and synthesizer licks. Other songs range 
from pseudo classical guitar arrangements to techno beats with 
Timothy repetitiously beating her riffs into the ground. (wes leek) 



One pleasant sunny afternoon this past November, the Austin Homebrew Supply store on E 53rd threw one hell of an outdoor beer-b

que hosted by nearby Bianco's Real Ale Brewery. Two wonderful brews were flowing freely through the coldbox taps which sat on a table 

in front of the shop. After throwing down a few, there was no question in my mind that the brewmaster at Real Ale really knows their 

business. Brewed with a blend of old world (Saaz) and new world (Centennial) hops, the Rio Blanco Pale Ale was a pleasure to the taste 

buds and left everyone feeling gooc. If it was excellent hand made ale that I wanted, I had come to the right place. This came as no sur

prise to many of the brewers that I talked to who were in attendance that day. They'd expect nothing less from the shop that special

izes in keeping their beer connoisseurs happy. and a lot of the time buzzed. What a great business! 

After plenty of fooc was procured and then quickly inhaled by the fun loving Austinites who attended, I was schooled briefly 

on some of the finer aspects of beer brewing. The one thing I was told repeatedly was that 'it's not brewing a good beer that's the 

challenge, it's brewing the same recipe with a high degree of consistency that really counts.' Yea, some of these brewers do get a 

THESE ARE 100'%. ARABICA BEANS 
FROM NICARAGUA, GROWN USING 
TRADITIONAL PRODUCTION METHODS. 
INTHESHADEOFA605QUEHUMEDO 
TROPICAL OR TROPICAL RAIN FOREST. 
SHADE BENEFITS THE ENV1RONMENT 
ANDTHE PEOPLE WHO WORJ\. THE COF
FEE PLANTATKJNS AND PRODUCES A 
RICH, SATISFYING COFFEE. 5'X. OF OUR 
PROFITS ARE USED TO SUPPORT 
CULTURAL AND EDUCATIONAL PRO
GRAMS FOR THE MAYA. FUNDS FROM 
THE SALE OF THIS PRODUCT WILL BE 
USED FOR THE PUBLICATION OF AN 
EDUCATIONAL BOOK. "MANOS DE 
MUJER.. DISTRIBUTED TO THE MAYA IN 
THE HIGHLANDS OF GUATEMALA. 
PLEASE LOOK ON THE BACK OF THIS 
CARD FOR MORE INFORMATION ON 
HOW YOU CAN HELP 

Biila ••••~all•• -ca'. 
ZIS w. <fth ST. 
/JUST/Al, TX. 16701 
(S/Z) "'172·9637 
FllX (512) ~7Z - 9639 

little anal about their beer. I also learned that these guys at the 

Homebrew Supply swap beer recipes on a regular basis and 

aren't afraid to try anything when it comes to drinking or mak

ing their own beer. Keep in mind that there's a big difference 

between the homebrewer and the guy who picks up a sixer of 

Ice Light at the local convenience store. These people take pride 

in their beer, and they should considering the time and effort that 

goes into their craft. 

In conclusion, I would like to say that beer is gooc fooc for 

the soul. Many thanks to Austin Homebrew Supply. 

by Cheryl McK.lanahan 
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Dear God: 

First let me say that me and my band wor
ship you. We have a punk band here in Odessa. 
TX. Called "Turdsmash". Our new singer Tony 
just moved here from Orlando and said he saw 
you speak at the National Slug Rally there. He 
told us of your three step plan for living in this 
God awful place. drink. drug, and fuck. Now 
Johnny has that painted on the head of his 
Bass Drum. He also told us that you took a 
bunch of the kids out to your van and put good 
use to your bong and a bottle of whiskey, and 
then showed them your colostomy bag. That's 
why we named our band Turdsmash. We bag 
up our own dung from our parents' farm and 
throw it on people at our live shows. We land
ed a show at the best venue in Odessa. the 
V.F.W Post. You should have seen them hit the 
deck when the poop attack was launched! 
Needless to say we got barred from that place 
forever like that band that was in your first 
issue. Crust. They're cool. 

Anyway, I've heard a few rumors about 
you lately and just wanted to clear things up. 
1) Is it true that you used to eat burnt baby 
flesh when you lived in Guam7 2) Is it true 
you laid a four foot turd in Denny's parking 
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lot on New Year's Eve before your Surgery. 
3) Do you really have the 7-11 logo tattooed 
on your forehead and cover it with make-up, 
because Tony says you can even see it in 
issue 2. Well thanks man and please send 
us one of those posters of you when your 
holding that dead pigeon. 

Rock on. 
Jim "The Wildman" Tucker 

Odessa Goddamnit! /love that little shit 
kickin ', abandoned strip mall looking place. 
know of a popular celebrity here in town from 
Odessa. That pot smokin ' Dale Dudley He's a 
character Are you related?- be 

Burt: 
The last issue your smile was not Ultra-Brite. if 
you want to be a star and have people yearn for 
your advice you need to get rid of the tooth tar
tar. Seriously, between you and I, your teeth 
are un-fucking believable. In my past twenty 
years of Dentistry I have never witnessed such 
sunken treasures. My magnifying glass does 
not lie, my tools could work wonders on those 
buttered jewels. I need to get closer. 

Obsessed 

Dear Obsessed, I'm gonna tear a piece of flesh 
off your shoulder the next time I see you with 
my coffee stained choppers. - be 

Letter to the Publisher: 
I wanted to touch base with you about a 

very important concern of mine, the content of 
your publication, and the message it's sending 
to the children. Do you not have any regula
tions. or censorship, or morals for that matter? 
My thirteen year old daughter reads th is trash 
and now she is having problems at school. She 
seems to feel that nothing matters anymore. 
For example, the other day I overheard she and 
some of her friends say, "Let's go get slugged" 
which I have come to understand is a slang 
term that a lot of the kids now are using that 
means. "Let's go smoke some marijuana." This 
is an outrage, it seems like just yesterday that 
they loved Barbie-dolls and going to church, but 
that was before your magazine got it's clutches 
around their little minds, and now they are 
doing the Devil's work. Do you see yourself as 
some Jim Jones type of character, or that 
damned Koresh guy. This is a plea to you, 
please change the content of your magazine to 
something wholesome. if not for me, or God, or 



your country, or your own Mothers who are probably worried sick about 
your behavior. please. do it for little Jenny. 

Sincerely, 
James A. Littlejohn 

Littlejohn. I suggest you take your little john and shove it up your 
priest's ass. - be 

Oh my Curt. 
My Mother has kept me from you for so long, last week I 

escaped from my trunk ·where I have been held captive for three 
long years due to puberty, even though I am twenty three years old. 
She would slide my food into my trunk through a slot in the side. 
which is also where I received my only light. She would cover the 
bottom of my trunk with torn apart issues of Salt for Slugs for me to 
poop on, but I always set your column aside. I could not bear to soil 
your beautiful face. I am now free and need to be in your presence. 
All of those years lying in a blanket of feces and staring at your pic
tures were cruel. but now it's over and I just want to hold you, 
please write to me of your whereabouts. 

Your Lover (imaginary) 
Greta Tubbs 

Sorry I haven 't had the time to respond to you in a more personal 
letter, but that's life. Greta, I'm glad that you have pulled yourself 
together and cleaned up a bit after the soiling. I'm a cute guy, and 
I know what that does to young ladies such as yourself Maybe 
sometime we can share a moment or two. You know, learn more 
about one another. - be 

Dear Eggs on the Brain, 
Hey you little snotty nosed, spoiled rotten shithead who has owner

ship of a certain Daddy-sponsored credit card, at least learn to tip the 
pizza man! Texans, eat what you will, eat what you will. The price of 
beef is cheap and the cattle are eatin' it up. Slow down, relax, you 'll get 
the floppy disk to the CEO with plenty of time to spare, get off my ass 
before Austin has to endure yet another multiple car pile-up. Smarty 
pants, Smarty pants get your head out of your ass, your not as smart as 
you think you are, you might be human, you might not. I just love your 
angular, burgundy hair and those nifty, retro eyeglasses. Quirky, zany, 
cool. Loops and loops and loops and loops and loops .. Watch out for 
the wild fuckin' wolf packs that are on the loose out here in Hill country, 
god damned, bloodsucking, stock on the shelf, money soaking suit, FUCK 
YOU! Dyke Cop and Pope Sex can kiss my fucking ass, where were they 
when I needed them. Remember beer is food, ho's is ho's, and bitches is 
money. Lady Di is dead. what a shame, what a shame, what a shame, 
next to go is Burt Cocaine. 

Hate, 
Sergeant Nun 

You think I'm the next to go? You may want to reconsider that one cop. 
I ain't laying down anytime soon, unless it's with a bottle of Wild Turkey 
and a loose woman. So, take your unfocused hostilities and voice them 
elsewhere. - be 

Mr. Cocaine, 
We need to meet someday. 

Mr. Coholic 

Haven 't we met? - be 
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'' 
* GET ORGANIZED IN THE WORKPLACE! 

* MAINTAIN UNIFORMITY! 

or k Ha. bi ts'' 
Office Spa.ce 

THE ENVIRONMENT FOR TODAY'S ENTREPRENEURIAL MIND. 

Crawl tube for those 
go-getters who are 
moving up in the 
company. Boss' chambers 

with 360° view of 
subordinate activity. 

Payroll area where workers 
enjoy the illusion of get
ting ahead, but the wheel 
just keeps spinning 

Main work hall with 
separate bathrooms 
and lunch rooms. Ventilation for your choice 

of mind-dulling gases to 
be released into the 
employee atmosphere 

Made of weather 
resistant, hard
ened futuristic 
material. Can be 
built for small 
business and 
large corporate 
applications. 

•Pictured is Prof. Thorne, inventor of "Work Habits" Office Space. 
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LEARN KUNG FU 

http://www. ringeware.com 

an au~tin owned independent bookstore. 
remember who your friends are ... 

•ufology•conspiracy•film• 
•'Nilliam S Burroughs•occult• 
•body art•Charles Bukowski• 
•occult•scifi•H P Lovecraft• 
•horror• Ii t era tu re• fiction• drugs• 
•Jim Thompson•true crime• 
•hacker•Che Guevara•erotica• 
•philosophy•history•zines• 
•underground comics•politics• 
•and much, much more 



SEND SUBMISSIONS, LETIERS 'ID BURT COCAINE, 
ADVERTISING AND SUBSCRIPTION INQUlRJES 'ID 

SALT FOR SLUGS I P.O. BOX 50338 I AUSTIN, TX 78763 

wwW.fringevvare.rom/salt4slugs 
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